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Seventy-one Honored
On Fall Dean's List
VOLUME XXXIll, Nwnber 13

HARDING COLLEGE, SEARCY, ARKANSAS

'Spirit of '61' Is Theme Bite · Size Briefs

FOr SOp hOmore Day

FEBRUARY 5, 1959

Noted Pianist

To Play Here

Accounting 205, Principles of
Account.ing, has been add~d to
.
the Sprmg schedule and will be
•
offered on Thursday ~~hts at 7.
A three hour course, it is usually
.
offered in the fall but will be
Raul Spivak, Argentine pianist,
offered this spring on demand.
Dr. James Davis will teach the will be making a return engageclass which will meet in AS 202. ment to the Harding campus,
Tues., Feb. 10, at 8 p.m. Spivak
was much acclaimed by the H;arIntegration , began quietly this ding audience after his appearweek in Virginia for the first ance as part of the 1957-58 cultime in history.
Twenty-one tural attractions.
Negro students were admitted to
While he is outstanding for his
seven schools in Arlington and interpretation of the classics, Mr.
Norfolk.
Spivak is also noted for his ability to charm audiences with the
The FBI has begun an inves- warmth and color of his Spanish
tigation of the write-in election and Latin American repertory.
The pianist was born in Buenos
of Dr. Dale Alford as ArkanSJis
Congressman. Federal statutes Aires where, as a child of five,
may have been violated in segre- his unusual talent was discovgationist Alford's victory over ered. His first concert was prelong-time Representative Brooks sented when he was thirteen.
From his early beginning Spivak
Hays.
has progressed to a 'musician's
musician.'
Senator Bill Fullbright of ArHe has held the chair of AdSophomore class officers discuss plans for,... Sophomore Day,
kansas became chairman of the vanced Piano in the National
February 7. They are Keith Floyd, vice pres.; Naomi Walker,
Foreign Relations Committee last Conservatory of Music and Scenic
sec.; Gary Ackers, pres.; Kirsten Christensen and Bob Silvey
week when Senator Theodore Arts in Buenos Aires, as well as
representatives.
Green of Rhode Island stepped in the school of Fine Arts of the
Saturqay, Feb. 7, has been ing. The gym at Abilene Chris- down. This means trouble for University of La Plata.
selected as Sophomore Day by tian College, for instance, was Dulles' rigid policy and Johnson's
In Central and South America,
the members of the class of 1961. built almost entirely by student bipartisan support.
as well as in Europe, Mr. Spivak
Activities scheduled for the day labor. It is the hope of the
has received critical acclaim. He
include the coronation of the sophomore class that their exSocialist Mayor Willy Brandt made his North American debut
Sophomore Queen, the publica- ample will start a tradition of of West Berlin visits the U. S. at New York Town Hall, and retion of a Sophomore newspaper, student - administration coopera- this week. He is highly regarded viewers commented on his exthe presentation of a chapel pro- tion for the benefit of the college. for his staunch opposition to c~llent musicianship. He has algram, and an all-sophomore
Sophomore Day has been in Communism.
so appeared in recitals at Carneparty.
the planning stage since the begie Hall, and as guest soloist with
According to President Ackers, ginning of the school year. The
Form~r ' stud~nt, Jane Claxton, the New York Philharmonic Sym'the purpose of this unprece- Sophomore Cabinet, composed of of Roswell, New Mexico, will phony OrchestJ'.a.
dented event is two fold. First, the class officers and committee marry Gene Talbert of Cement,
Mr. Spivak presented a series
to arouse class and school spirit. chairmen, and the various com- Oklahoma, June 14. The wed- of concerts on television, and he
This has been a matter of con- mittee members have been ac- ding will be in Roswell.
records for RCA Victor Red Seal,
cern during the year and was tively working on the projects
the Argentine Branch. His most
recently the subject of a meeting since early in Nove~ber.
Sub-T's travel to Mardi Gras recent LP recordings are the
of the class presidents with the
The chapel program, under the
"Spanish Suite of Albeniz" and
Student · Council members. It direction of James Kellett and Saturday. A ·big trip to a big "Twelve Spanish Dances" by
show.
would serve the purpose not only Augustine Hendrix, will be a
Granados, in the · complete verof improving the school at- presentation of Stephen Vincent
sions.
Central
Christian
students
had
mosphere, but also of making the Benet's "Listen to the People."
been
promised
a
day
off
if
they
The Sophomore Queen, to be
alumni more effective in their
elected Friday, will reign over won five consecutive basketball
work.
games. Up to Tuesday, they had
The second purpose of Sopho- the day's activities which will be .
won four. We haven"t heard the
more Day is to give the students climaxed at the all-sophomore
outcome yet, but it must have
an opportunity to aid the school. party.
been a rather tense situation.
For this reason, members of the
class of 1961 have donated $180
Sixty New Students
The Library has an elaborate
The A Capella Chorus will
to pay for the day they have
display of Robert Burns and a leave tomorrow for a two-day
chosen. The history of Christian Begin Spring Semester
mouse. Quite a pair.
trip to Shreveport, La., where
Colleges shows that students
The . beginning of a new sethey will sing at the Creswell
have always been active in helpmester at Harding means that a , Basketball, Banquets, Concerts, Street Church of Christ February
lot of new faces are being noticed and even a few studies. The 7 and 8. Saturday they will give
around campus. Some of the schedule seems to accelerate an informal program in the evenew stud~nts are really old ones ahead of schedule.
ning; Sunday they will present
returning, while for others this
a concert at 2:30 p.m. Before
is their first time to attend HarSaturday night Spac .Presents the Sunday afternoon concert the
ding.
"Ivanhoe" with Robert Taylor chorus will appear on KTBS-TV
Two new foreign students en- and Elizabeth Taylor, and next at 8:30 a.m.
Feb. 6 -A Nat'l. Business F~
rolled - Chai Man Yang, Seoul, week its Charles Laughton in
The group will return Monday
Korea, and Christel Kaempfer, "Les Miser~bles." Coming Spac in time for a part of the variety
Feb. 7 -A Nat'l. Business Firm
from Germany. The remaining attractions: "The Men,'' "Oedipus show who made the Armed
Feb. 8 -A Nat'l. Business Firm
fifty-eight ,new arrivals repre- Rey," "Henry V,'' and "Quo Forces tour during the Christmas
sent a cross-section of the Vadis."
holidays ·to appear on "Little
Feb. 9 -A Nat'l. Business Firm
United States with students from
Rock Today" over KARK-TV in
Feb. 10-A Nat'l. Business Firm
Oklahoma,
Arkansas,
Texas,
Students from Harding teach Little Rock at 12 noon.
Monday night, the entire group
Feb. 11-A Nat'l. Business Firm Tennessee, California, Michigan, in all grades on the elementary
Missouri, Kansas, Louisiana, West level. Fourth grade, with five will sing at the· South Highland
Feb. 12-A Nat'l Business Firm Virginia, New Jersey, Illinois, practice teachers, is -the most
Church of Christ at 2716 Lewis
Colorado, Minnesota,- and Ohio. popular.
St. in Little Rock.

Tuesday Night

ACappella to Sing
In Shreveport, La.

Pay-For-Day
Contributors

'Feet' Win Sock Contest At After-the-Game Party

These best-dressed 'feet' belong to Benny Porter, winner of the
socks contest at the SA all-school after-game party last Thursday night. Betty Olmstead was the other winner for displaying
the best dressed feet.

Among the entertainers for the party were "Butch" McClary,
Al Linds, on the guitars and Peachy Hightower, Mary Jean
Wisenbaker, singing.

Seventy-one students met re·quirements for the Dean's List at
the end of the Fall semester.
Each student, td be eligible for
the Honor Roll the preceding semester, must be carrying 12
hours of work or more and have
an average of 3.25 for freshmen
and 3.50 for sophomores, juniors
and seniors with no grade
marked "incomplete" and no
grade below "C" for the semester.
Those students having a 4.00
average were Barbara Durling,
Bob Jones, Ge1·ald Ebker, Ferra
Sue Sparks, Mike White, Kathryn
Campbell, Carolyn Gelley, Rose
Jones, Myra Dasher, and Betty
Baker.
Other seniors making the list
were' Bill Beeson, Keith Boler,
Eddie Ray Campbell, William
Earnhart, August Garver, Ronald
Goemmer, Donald Porterfield,
Hugh Roy Roberts, Ann Tatum,
Thomas Watson, Jerry Westbrook, John Wilson al:ld Louis
M. Stephens.

For the juniors were Lynn
Alexander, Lee Allen Beckett,
Ann Bobo, Ben Curtis, Fatima
Jo Hawk, Ed Hightower, Jerry
Jones, John Lau, Clare McJoe Olree, Bobby
Dougald,
Schales, Carole Thomas, Sue
Vinther.
Sophomores were G er a I d
Casey, Doris Gaskill, Sara Good,
Charles Griffin, Joan Lyon, Winsford Miller, Ella Mae Reese, and
Naomi Walker.
Freshmen on the list were
Donna Adams, Robert Alley, Jerry Atkinson, Nancy Carolyn Berry, Anne Bixler, Ben David Booker, Kenneth Cottrell, Don Courcier, Jo Covington, Lucian Farrar, Claudette Faulk, David Finley, Grover Goyne, Irma Haney,
Sarah Hinds, Gayle Largent,
Jerald Manion, Alma Joy Nelms,
Nancy Newman, Sylvester Overturf, Glynn Edwin Parker, Anna
Faye Ramsey, Bettye Ritchie,
Brenda Seastrunk, Ruth Ann
Sherraden, David Michl;lel Smart,
Anita Stone, and Alice White.

Suzi Mochizuki Captivates/Children
In Augusta With Paper Sculpture

Suzie Mochizuki, senior student from Japan, holds the interest
of a young student in Augusta as she teaches him the art of
paper sculpture.
By Anita Stone
Suzi Mochizuki has so captivated the PTA of nearby Augusta, Arkansas, that she was persuaded to spend Feb. 2 going
from room to room teaching
the elementary school children
there to make "paper sculpture."
Suzi, one of Harding's Japanese · students, spent a long day
teaching these children to make
flowers, birds, trees, etc: by folding o~e square .of beautifully
colored Japanese paper. And she
did this because she loves the
pure minds of children and she
wants to accept the responsibility
of using her abilities.
Suzi's impassioned aim in life
is to establish, upon returning to
her: native country, kindergartens

in Japan. She wants ·to build
one for slum children and one
to incorporate all her ideals of
a kindergarten.
Now, in addition to the studying necessary for a senior art
major, Suzi is working on her
book, PAPER SCULPTURE. Two
years ago work was begun on
this project, which illustrates and
explains the mechanics of producing one picture or one object
with folding paper work; but,
due to a lack of sufficient time
and funds, it has not been completed yet.
So ShizukQ Mochizuki, whose
names
mean
'.'quiet"
and
"hoping for the moon," is working and studying at Harding
while quietly hoping for her
moon - kindergartens in Japan.

39 Seniors Pr.actice ·Teach
In WHite County ScHools
Thirty-nine seniors are practice teaching this semester at
Harding Academy and neighborTeaching
ing public schools.
certification is granted to those
who have completed approximately 100 hours of practice
teaching in addition to their
other academic work. The number of Harding students who
practice teach and the number of
courses they teach has been increasing yearly.
Five seniors have filled positions in the Harding Academy
this year. They are Ralph Austin, William Branch, Pat Stine,
and Doyle Wood.
Those teaching in the Searcy
public schools are August Garver,
Wallace Colson, Joan Epp, Kent
Harrell, Cecil Alexander, J. D.
Cash, Carolyn Ainsworth, Marilyn Caldwell, Rose Mary Matheney ,and Betty Ham.
The Beebe group consists of
Keith Boler, Jerry . Westbrook,

Glen Browning, Rex Gentry, Violet Linam, Delia Stafford, and
Jayne Van Wey.
Instructors in the Bald Knob
school system are Nancy Banowsky, James Cornelius, Kenneth Getter, Kathleen Campbell,
Bob Sullins, Gary Turner, Marilyn Williams, and Betty Clark.
Working with students in Augusta are Gail Carter, Olan
Hanes, Pat Smith, Nelda Walter,
and Barhara Jean Walker.
The two studenl;s teaching in
Cabot public schools and the two
in Griffithville are, respectively,
Don Waldrop and LaVonne
Thompson, and Rayburn Knight
and Regina Clary.
English is the . most popular
subject, with seven secondary
school teachers in the field. Social science and music, with five
each, are next. Other courses
being taught are physical education, math, biology, speech, and
business education.
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THE HARDING BISON
Searcy, Ark.

INNOVATION

Credit Where Credit Is Due
The Bison takes this opportunity to
give credit where credit is due. And
that credit goes to an indivi~ual and an
organization - John Wilson, president
of the student body, ahd the Student
Council - both are equally deserving for
their jobs done thus far this season. ·
The Student Council with the corporation of the cheerleaders, took a step for. :ward one week ago when they. provided ·
much £un and entertainment for · Harding's students. The occasion was the
after-game "sox" party.
·
Your Student Association is constantly trying to find ways to improve your
campus life and make your stay here
happier. There's no doubt that the SA
is the backbone of the campus and a
student body is only as good as its governmental body. Therefore all the students should be aware of the functions
of this group.
In order to provide you with more
concise information, the Bison will carry
Notes From the Student Council each
week.
We are a student body-very luckywe have many golden opportunities and
an excellent administration under which
to work.
Again we can give credit where credit
is due--to the cheerleaders-.. They have
shown outstanding ability and have
worked overtime to help boost the Bisons.
They have beei:i very successful in geting student spirit aroused and the roof
has almost been lifted at every home
game - win or loose.
We trust their work hasn't been in
vain - the Bisons, we hope, will be on
the winning side for the remaining six
games.
Win or lose - our hats off to you,
Claudette, Carolyn, Kenny, Ben, Gerry,
and Linda, the Harding intercollegiate
cheerleaders.

Try This Riddle!
(Note: The answer to this riddle will be
published in next week's edition along with
student answers.)
I am proud - because of the eagle upon my
breast.
I am narrow - and people see through me.
I am a paradox - the most. popular • • • the
most lonely.
Who am I?
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By Ackers and Silvey

"The edueated miµi is the compleat man"
-Glum Woolley
While perusing the new catalogue of a small
progressive liberal arts college, we came across
several offerings which were designed to provide
a broad experience as the basis for successful
living. We feel that these should definitely be
incorporated in the General Education Program.
CAMPUSOLOGY
101. Thumb-Twiddling and Doodling (2)
102. Goofing off in the Large ( 40) Fundamentals of wasting time efficiently. Lab daily
in the Inn. Prerequisite: Campusology 101. Various impromptu field trips.
201. Spidering. (3) Vertical and horizontal
techniques of unnerving. Uses of nose guard,
books and corners. Hand positions and nose
angles. Introductory scowling procedures. Credit
also given towards a biology major.
202. Oggling (2)
801. Lurking. (2)
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
101. Football Jui-jitsu. (2)
102. Techniques of Clipping.
(1)
201. Pond-Throwing (3) Spring. Occasions
of occurance. Techniques of surprise and capture. Transport methods. Hand and foot holds.
Counting to three. One field trip.
230. Hitch-hiking. (3) Use of signs. Thumb
positions. Red-blooded All-American Student
appearances. Pathetic look. Honest look. One
field trip. Open to vagabonds.
499. Activity. (1) Underwater volleyball and
aerodynamics of ping-pong. Prerequisite: Analytical mechanics.
MILITARY SCIENCE
101. Field Tactics in Swing-Capture and P. 0.
Box Approaching. (3)
102. 'Fundamentals of Line-Cutting (4) Various subtleties of insignificant approaches. Elbow
techniques.
''Important conference" mannerisms. Feigned stolidity when discevered. Nonchalance emphasized.
BIOLOGY
100. Window-Box Weeding. (2) Meets daily.
Prerequisite: Consent of the student's mother.812. Advancing Botany (3) Techniques of
flower-growing in mail-boxes. Open only to
aspirant members of ~he Home-Grown GardenBeautiful, Posey-Pusher's Society.
HOME ECONOMICS
101. Plate-scraping (2) Required. Lab. three
times daily, twice on Sundays.
102. Fork-Straightening, (2)
201. Apple-polishing. (1-3)
440. Donn-Managing. (3) Techniques of being prepared for any eventualities. Waitingroom waiting. Plodding. Room-checking. Intercom listening. Prerequisite: Consent of the
instructor's mother-in-law.
SPEECH
210. Jabberwocky (2)
400. Preparation and Delivery of Nothing. (3)
LOGISTICS
101. Street-crossing and Traffic Signals. (3)
Lectures, 9:00 a.m. periodically. Lab. Sundays
and Wednesdays.
EDUCATION
275. Chalk-Screening and Child Development

(3).
INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Lab. and sewing
412. Basketweaving. (4)
circle, 9 hrs. weekly.
PUBLIC RELATIONS
102. Fundamentals of Fund-Raising and Haranguing. ( 5)
JOURNALISM
212. Virulent Editorializing. (3)
ASTRONOMY
101-102. Moon-Watching and Star-gazing. (4,4)
Credit also given towards a campusology major.
Lab. 6-9:55 nightly.
MUSIC
( 3)
Lab
108. Root-Beer-Drinking Songs.
fee: many nickels. Prerequisite: A working
knowledge of German.
POLITICAL SCIENCE
202. Hay-Raising. (3) Lab.
BUSINESS
801. Making First Million. (3) Spring. Pre- requisite: Business 302*.
802. Making Second Million. (3) Fall.
*Note: The reason for offerllig Business 302
before 301 is that the second million is always easier to make than the first.
SOCIAL SCIENCE
202. Practical Joking (3)
"The Educated man is the compleat man"
-Glum Woolley
\

Student Council Notes
The Student Council reports that a proposed
budget for next year and this semester is reaching completion. Full report will be made soon.
Plans are being made for another all-studen!
after-game party which will be in the near
future.
The spring talent show, directed by Peachy
Hightower, program secretary, has been scheduled for Friday, March 13.
The movie list is now complete. A movie has
been scheduled for all 'open' Saturday · nights.
The new student picture board will be up in
the Student Center within the next few days.

I believe the students refer to him as "The Nose"!

1lie queslioH. rs ....
"What is one of the hardest things you've
ever had to do 'l"
Lynn Prysock - "Go to sleep in Cathcart Hall
before ten o'clock."
Joe Baldwin - "Hiding t.he chapel song
books."
Carole Funk - ''Making my OWN decisions."
Joan Lyon - "A Meyers' assignment."
Charles Jones - "Trying to convince a taxi
driver I was Dr. Benson.''
Carolyn Berry - "To make my own dentist
appointment."
Benny Stephens - "To land a Taylor Craft
in a cross wind.''
Kelso Waters - "To .pass Dr. Ganus' pop
tests."
,
Joyce Flake - "Stop eating spaghetti."
Gary Ackers - "To ring a fifty foot smoke
stack with an apple core.''
Naomi Walker - "To stay awake in my eight
o'clock class."
Augustine Hendrix "To answer all 221
questions on a certain test around here."
Charlene Harris - "To get up on a cold
morning.''
.
Carl Goad - "To answer questions like this."
Bobby Mitchell-"Getting out of high school.''
Pat Ennis - "To make a speech before my
senior English class in high school."
Gerald Casey r- "Beat Bennett Wood at Battleship."
Ben Camp - "To make an announcement in
chapel."
Norman Hale "Pass a high school trig
course."

Letter To The Editor
Two weeks ago I was privileged to return to
Harding. I've certainly enjoyed renewing old
friendships and forming new ones. Perhaps
most of all I enjoyed joining in partaking of
the great spiritual feast we at Harding too
· often take for granted. I guess I enjoy this
part of Harding even more because I don't usually have the opportunity to be in the company of so many Christians. You see, I've been
living in Minnesota the past several months. We
live thirty miles from the nearest congregation
of the church. The congregation at full strength
is only about twenty-five or thirty members.
Perhaps this is the reason why I notice the
absence of a certain part of Harding. In the
editorial last week there was a fine summary
of our lack of interest concerning singing. I've
noticed this too. Where are the large groups
that used to gather at the lily pond ? Those I
have seen gathered there are certainly a small
percentage of the student body. What happened to the students that used to start the
singing of hymns once in a while in the cafeteria
line ? As the editorial stated "most of us love
to sing." Why aren't we doing more of it?
Ari.other thing I've noticed "that is missing is
our Sunday evening young people's class. Certainly the creation of new 'mission' and 'special'
interest clubs have done something to eliminate
part of the 'mission talks,' etc., but what about
the spontaneous devotionals we had prior to
those talks? I, personally, usually enjoyed these
devotionals as much, or more than the program
which followed.
Near the close of this letter it is only fitting
that there should be included something that
used to close our day. For instance, those of
you who were present at the last all-student
vespers, certainly the small number of students
present was not even a small representation of
the students interested in entering into an
evening worship of our Lord. How about it,
fellows, what happened to our vesper services
that once was the thing that made us, for a
few moments even, forget the disappointments
and tensions of the day? Those who were here
during the summer session know that vespers
were held then. Certainly out of a much larger
group here now some of us are still wanting to
close our day in this way! Perhaps we could
observe that those of us who gathered last week
·for the "preachers' picture" represented a much
• larger group than is present for regular vespers
at the dorm or even the all-student vespers.
We could mention a certain lack of interest
in visitations on SU.nday afternoon - but, you
say, we sing and worship so much it becomes
more of a form than real worship. If an ardent

THE
INNER MAN
By GERALD EBKER
Jesus said, "Be not anxious for the morrow,
sufficient to the day is the evil thereof." Also,
he said, "Ye shall know the truth and the
truth shall make you free." Failure to ;know
the truth is manifested in a distrustful and
anxious spirit. To know the truth is to receive
that inner quietude sought after by this troubled
world.
Anxiety a Danger
Anxiety is a panic reaction to something that
does not constitute an actual danger to our life,
but does constitute a danger to our inner being,
to ourself. This self includes the sense of security which we feel in, and through our various
relationships with others, as well as the awareness of our meaning, value, or worth to others.
Practically all persons have anxiety, and easy
prescriptions for ridding oneself of anxiety just
do not comprehend the facts. Perhaps there is
an analogy in physical illness. A specific illness
may be cured; but the conditions for illness are
al~ays present- and we must be constantly overcoming these conditions. So, too, our life is
spent in constant necessity to overcome conditions which create some kind of anxiety. Actually, anxiety is never really calmed until the
relationships out of which it arises are changed
or understood.
Trust a Source of Strength
Persons who have an active trust which relates them in a growing manner to everyday
reality and to God have here a source of
strength for facing anxieties. Such trust helps
them to discover what anxieties can be eliminated through the correction of faulty relationships and values, and what anxieties are to be
overcome by a living faith. It is certainly
strengthening to meditate upon such Scriptures
as Phil 4:6, Isa. 26:3, and Heb. 11:1.
In various ways these Scriptures indicate the
inner strength, the calmness, the peace which
are the products of a response of trust to the
dependability and reliability of God. It is not
an easy peace of mind, nor a superficial peace
of soul that comes by outward conformity. It
it rather the peace of God. It is nothing which
man creates for himself; it is the product of a
trusting relationship with God. It becomes the
basis of hope for the future, the ground for believing in possibilities which are not yet actualities; a preview of what is possible on the basis
of what is actual.
Freedom and Responsibility
In the New Testament, faith always involves a
dependency on God as the source and sustainer
of life. But it is also grounded in the insight
that we have freedom and responsibility; the
insight that our life is in our hands-to make
of it what we can. The final question concerns
what we have done with that which has been
given to us. This insight into freedom and responsibility requires strength to meet our own
problems. It breaks with the childish kind of
dependency which says that it is up to God to
cure us and to solve our problems. To be healthy
we must utilize all of our powers and capacities,
but always with the consciousness that these
are ultimately gifts from God. We cannot do
less and be Christian.
It is God's acceptance of us that makes it
possible to accept ourselves and to discover who
we are in relationship to Him and to our fellow
men. Rather than a frantic attempt to develop
faith and get rid of anxiety by various self-hyp·
notic methods which are being advocated today, it would be much better to center our attention on the grace of God as revealed in the
daily contact of Jesus with human beings. Faith
might then come. This is indeed the experience of redemption, this regaining of trust, and
it comes to one as a matter of grace.
fisherman was placed in a locale where tP,e
fish abounded, would he put his rod and reel in
storage and just go fishing once in awhile so
as not to wear this enjoyable hobby out?
Harding is a place where we are able to enter into a greater spiritual feast than we will
probably ever be able to again. Isn't it time
we took a greater advantage of our opportunities? If it is time, then the only person to help
this situation is YOU!
BOB Wll..LE

Mohican Third Function
At Recreation Center

Omega Phis Start Work
On Scholarship Award
After eating dinner together
in the Empire Room Jan. 28, the
Omega Phi social club discussed
plans for the forth-coming formal
banquet to be held on March 7.
Three committees were appointed
to work out themes for the banquet which are to· be submitted
for consideration at the next
club meeting. Chairmen of the
committees are Gail Hesson, Sallie Turner, and Harriet McClellan.
The club also has begun work
on its yearly project of presenting the scholarship award. Serving on the project committee
headed by Connie Fulmer are
Sally Hinds and Merle Coffman.

OEGE Sponsor Has
Breakfast Meeting
Sara Good was elected Oege
president for the spring semester
at a club meeting on Jan. 26.
Claudette Faulk and Georgie
Claypool were elected vice-pres.
and sec., respectively.
Other officers are Reba Jo
Berryhill, treas.; Jeanne Hockett,
parliamentarian; Barbara Taylor,
song leader; and Anita Stone,
hist.
The Oeges were invited to the
home of their sponsor, Mrs. Lott
Tucker, for breakfast on Feb. 2.
They also made plans for the
club banquet at the meeting.

The Texas-Illinois Recreation
Center was the sight of the Mohican third function Tuesday
night, January 27. Group games
highlighted the evening as the
Lambdas Plan Outing members and guests played teleLambda Sigmas met Monday vision's "The Price Is Right" and
Doyle and
night for the election of new "Treasure Chest."
officers for the next year. Those Barbara Key walked off with a
elected were: Gerald Ebker, pres., pretty good night's haul. MinaGary Ackers, vice-pres., Paul Tar- ture . bowling, ping pong, darts,
ence, sec., and Mike Maple, treas. pool, and clothes pin games also
'outgoing officers who have were enjoyed after the group
served for the past year were: refreshed themselves with ham,
Ben Porter, pres., Carroll Beeson, vegetables, and spiced tea. Club
vice-pres., Noel Lemon, sec., and Queen Judy Parks was presented
a club sweater and the Mohican
Gerald Ebker, treas.
headdress.
Following the ~lection the time
Club members and their dates
and place of the spring outing
were chosen. It was decided were: Mavis and Rosie Baldwin,
that on May 11 the club would Dwight and Barbara Smith, Jimgo to Petit Jean State Park. my and Faye Adkins, Morgan and
Following the discussion of busi- Andee Richardson, Fred and Pegness the members enjoyed con.- gy Massey, Reggie and Judy Reysuming a cake prepared by club nolds, Pat and Gail Carter, Doyle
and Barbara Key, Ken and Libby
queen Linda Crews.
Perrin, John Wilson and Judy
Parks, Gerald Casey and Bettye
New Semester Officers Ritchie, . Art Voyles and Betty
Clark, James Kellett and Donna
Chosen by Phi Deltas
Henman, George Gurganus and
Frieda Harris takes over as Toni Setzler, Jack Rhodes and
the Phi Delta's new president, Mary Redwine, Harold Valent ine
and Dorothy West will be serv- and Margie Clark, Jim Citty and
ing as vice pres.; Darla Gatewood, Maralyn Bailey, Charles Martin
sec.; Carol Smith, treas.; and and Barbara Thomas, Don Waters
Toni Moss, reporter. Phi Delta's and Sally Hinds, Jerry Atkinson
alternate Interclub Council rep- and Claudette Faulk, Terry Loveland and Georgie Claypool, David
resentative is Katy Thompson.
Gauntlett and Darla Gatewood,
At their last meeting, the club Jack Kline and Betty Westerset March 16 as the date for holm, Lanier Allen and Claudia
their banquet. Roberson's Ren- Shewmaker, Bobby Doty and
dezvous will be the site of the Barbara Durling, Pete Williams
event.
A committee is now and Carol Funk. The two enworking on a banquet theme and gaged but-st ag members present
will present ideas at the next were Chuck Lucas and Dean
meeting.
Priest.
The girls were serenaded at
the end of the evening by the
, Braves with their club song.

Stotts Drug Store
PRESCRIPTIONS
103 W. Arch
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Country Supper
The WHC Country Supper was
held Saturday, Jan. 31, in the
American Legion Hut.
After
the meal of fried chicken, peas,
corn, baked potatoes, biscuits,
milk, apple pie and ice cream
(most of which the girls cooked
themselves), ,the tables were
cleared away for games and entertainment.
Cliff Sharp and Mike Maple
both showed their skills at drinking from a baby bottle. They
were aided by their dates, Sylvia
Johnson and Jeutonne Patten.
Eddie Campbell and Jo Covington tried out with the hog calls.
A girls trio, Jeanette Harrington,
Jeutonne Patten, and Sandra
Roberts started off the entertainment, singing "Doin' What Comes
Naturally." Butch McClary sang
several numbers. One was a
duet, "Mountain Dew," with his
date, Sandra Roberts. The evening was highlighted by Art
Voyles singing "I Love Life" and
"Danny Boy."
Those attending were: Jeutonne Patten, Mike Maple; Jane
Hickinbottom, Leon Sizemore;
Sandra Roberts, Butch McClary;
Kathy Campbell, Eddie Campbell;
Shirley Bolen, Odel Cleavenger;
Iris McElroy, Jim Brown; Jeanette Harrington, Bob Yoakum;
Pat Stine, Art Voyles; Judy Dishner, Lyndall Anthony.
Virginia Pollock, Willie Cox;
Yvonne White, Joe Gunter; DeLoy Sanny, Lawrence Smith; Sylvia Johnson, Cliff Sharp; Jo Covington, Johnny Venus; Miriam
McReynolds, Tom McRay; Bobby
Everet, Larry Hand; Mrs. Betty
Ulrey, Bonny and Ann.
Special guests were Mr. and
Mrs. W. B. West and Patty from
Memphis.
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IDEAL SHOP
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Where Quality Counts

~

~

I

1953 CHRYSLER Windsor,

~
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Small Repair may become expensive.

§

B

Don't Delay come and 'see us today.

;a

~

QUALITY BAKERY

* :~:~;;; ·~:::.~~ *

Day Phone 420

Night Phone 854W

U-u·m·m-m • • • Good

Bar-B-Q -

30c

Footlong
Hot Dogs - ·25c

'*
*
*
*

Big Burger Malts Shakes -

30c

30c
25c

Sundaes-15c-25c

Call in your order and it will be ready when
you drop by to pick it up.
OPEN .FROM 10 A.M. TO 11 P.M.

To

Bake You A

!

Billy Ball, Owner

New Stereophonic Equipment.

~

I
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A Harding Alumnus
CLOSER TO SCHOOL

E. RACE ST.

*

Office Supplies
I

Phone 336

*

Job Printing

We now have a brand new supply of:
•

•

Brief Cases
Filing Cabinets

•

Office Chairs
Desk Accessories

Come in and Save at C.P.C.

Commercial Printing Co., Inc.
Phone 1701

Searcy, Ark.
(Next Door to Rialto)

jl

!

VAN ATKINS

f

IS HAVING A

I
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I Moore's §servicenter I

TREMENDOUS SALE ON
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Atlas Tires

Qu!~=:~~i~~~~ice

1210 E. Race Rve.

Ii
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Phone 909

!•

I Nichols ·Radio &T.V. Service
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For Wedding Consultant Service

WE WIRE FLOWERS

113 E. Center Ave.
Phone 353

I

Jim Smith

207 North Oak

Beautiful Gift

We're in a new building • • •

•

FROZEN DELITE
Highway 67 East

Let Us

Bradley's
Barber Shop

FRIENDLY WELCOME

Phyllis Smith

f

SPECIALIZING IN:

*
*
*

*

·GOOD COOKING

I
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French Fries

*

~

=
i

WELCOME

§

HARl AUTO SERVICE

!

Ic

ALLEN'S

§ More room - Faster service, lower cost, all spell out g
~ that you should come see our new home • • •
I
~
We can service all makes and models of
E
Hi-Fi and T.V. Bring your radio in, we'll
j
B
take the chatter out a~d put '!1usic in.
i

MAYFAIR HOTEL
TRY OUR COFFEE

May be

Call 1493 or 1588. ·

~
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seen at 1204 E. Market.

=
~

advertised Watches, Rings, Lockets and other jewelry.

~

JOHNSON
SEWING CENTER
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We also carry a complete line of distinctive, nationally

I

Vacuum Cleaners.
WE SERVICE ALL MAKES

l

FOR SALE
Clean, Tudor.

RCA and Universal

A CHRISTIAN SHOP

~

Phone 206 and 531 For Pickup Service
Searcy, Arkansas

Miss Irene Johnson, sponsor of
Beta Tau Gamma, entertained
the club in her apartment Monday, January 26. Final plans for
the banquet were discussed and
a planning committee for the
third function was appointed.
After the meeting Miss Johnson served "Flappers Delight"
and punch. .

j
j

103 W. Market

COME BY TODAY AND SAVE AT M. M.

I

Final Banquet Plans
Made by Beta Taus

r

For the Best In Watch Repairs:

I

DARDEN'S
KEEP-U-NEAT

At the regular business me(lting of the Kappa Kappa Kappa
Social Club in the home of Mrs.
Cliff Ganus, Monday night, Jan.
26, new officers were elected for
the spring semester. They are:
Gayle Claunch, pres.; Ferra Sue
Sparks, vice-pres; Edna Lamberson, sec.; Elizabeth Cheek, treas.;
Clare McDougald, reporter; and
Margie Clark, song-leader. Lynn
Alexander
was
unanimously
elected to represent the club in
the Inter Club Council. Refreshments were served after the business meeting.

r--·---·
I

M. M. GARRISON
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Gayle Claunch to Head
New Tri-Kappa Officers

The monthly meeting of the
Northern Lights Club will be held
tonight at 8:30 p.m. in Science
Building, Rm. 200.
Bro. John · McRae will be guest
speaker and will speak concerning the work in Connecticut,
where he was located a few years
ago.
ONE YEAR FREE SERVICE
Bro. Robert E. Speer, from
Ashland, Wisconsin was the guest J
We Sell
speaker at the meeting held on
Necchi,
Pfaff
and Westinghouse
January 8. He spoke about the
'
Sewing Machines.
work in Wisconsin. ·

pres.; George Treadway, sec.; and
John Davis, . reporter.
Doyle
At the last meeting of the . Wood is sports coordinator.
semester, the Pioneer's had a · The club queen, Betty Clark,
was also present and was presupper meeting in the Empire sented a sweater with the club
Room. Doug Cloud, first semes- emblem.
ter president, presided.
The
meeting was to elect spring officers. Huel Evans is the new
president; Leon McQueen, viceBuy From BISON Ads!
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McRay Guest Speaker
For Northern light Club

~
~
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THE HARDING BISON
S
Searcy, Ark.
Feb. G, 1959

The Latin American Club
closed the fall semester by completing its project. A check has
been mailed to Everet Pickartz
in Santiago, Chile, for the publishing of tracts in Spanish which
he has written. The club has
been in correspondence with
Brother Pickartz for about two
years and has watched the work
of a dedicated Christian in
spreading the gospel to a people
of . another land.
Tonight, Feb. 5, the Latin
American Club will meet in Room
206 of the Administration Building for its regular weekly meeting. Robert Tipton, sponsor, will
speak. Everyone is invited.

I
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Latin American Club
Finishes Fall Project;
Sends Check to Chile

Pioneers Give Queen
Sweater With Emblem

Phone 33

a

WHC Has Annual

~

R

I

Phone 930 ...
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SHIRTS -

SHIRTS -

We have thousands of them.

SHIRTS

If you can't find the

color and design you want, then they don't make
it.

*

ALSO, we have all other types of
Men's wear and Ladies' apparel.

1
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Korean Student Prepares To Teach *
Native People, Return to Family
Graduate Bible
Program Trains
For More Service

4
THE HARDING BISO~ daily from other towns in TenFeb. 5, 1959
Searcy, Ark. nessee, Mississippi and Arkansas.

Course Offerings
The offerings in the graduate
school are grouped in four divi.
sions with a major offered in
By Anita Stone
each division. The divisions are
Yung Jin Lee, a Harding stu- thought Confuscianism and Buddthe Biblical, which forms the
hism
are
strong
in
that
country,
dent, left his home and family in
center of the curriculum, the
doctrinal, the historical, and the
South Korea in order to prepare Christianity has gained a footpractical.
·for his ultimate goal of preach- hold, Y. J. said.
Upon completion of his work
The Harding Graduate School
The Biblical division includes
ing to his native people.
Y. J.'s life has been one of al- here Y. J. plans to return to his of Bible and Religion exists to courses in the background and
most constant involvement in wife and three children in South provide deeper, more thorough archaeology of the Bible, textual
training in Bible for those who studies of the Old and New Testwars and fighting in the Far Korea to do missionary work.
desire to preach, teach the Bible aments, and textual studies in
East; therefore, it is not surprisand related subjects, to be Biblical languages.
ing to find that he is especially
The SO-room former King mansion in southeast Memphis
The doctrinal division deals
educational directors in local
thankful for the lack of contenis centered on a beautiful 24-acre campus, and serves
to
be
elders,
deacons,
with
the
Christian
doctrines
of
churches,
tion that he has found during his
as an ideal home for the Graduate Bible Department.
and
the
church;
God,
redemption,
church
leaders,
missionaries,
or
year at Harding. ~~~
to engage in other types of world religions; Christian evi--Y.~J. left Korea to . go t~ TokChristian service which improve dences; Christianity and Comyo, Japan, to attend high school
munism; and current religious
through greater preparation.
and college in 1938. Although
Every year finds a greater thinking.
they tried to force him to become
Harding College was among need for adequately trained perSuch courses as church history
a soldier, Y. J. refused to join the seventeen Arkansas colleges and sons to serve in these fields.
Japaneese in their fight against universities to receive a federal The addition of more and more - the early church, the medieval
the United States. So he spent grant for the establishment of needed Christian high schools Roman church, the reformation,
World War II in Tokyo trying to National Defense Student Loan and colleges ·further increases the restoration - and the hisHarding students, ever contory of the English Bible make
stay out of the army.
scious of their own needs, and the young preacher of the Gospel.
programs.
the need for well-trained Chris- up the historical division.
After the war Y. J . returned to
equally anxious to serve the
From a total of $47,553 allo- tian leaders and educators. HarThe practiCal division includes needs of others, exercise many Typical of subjects covered are
his family's farm in North Korea. cated to Arkansas colleges Har- ding, through its graduate Bible
preacher-elder relationships, pubBut the peace proved to be of ding received $2,682. The alloca- work, is sincerely trying to do the fields of preaching, church opportunities to increase their lic rillations, economic problems
work,
counseling,
and
Christian
short duration. While trying to tion was made under the Na- its part in meeting these needs.
abilities for Christian service. of the preacher, the role of
education.
escape Communist oppression, Y. tional Defense Education Act.
These extra efforts are probably peacemaker in time of trouble,
History
A total of 46 courses are of- most apparent on Monday evenJ. was captured just as he reach- The Act requires that special conand other things to ease the
ed the 38th parallel, the dividing sideration be given to students
The graduate Bible program of fered in the Biblical division, 12 ings.
preacher's problems and 'make
line between freedom and slav- with superior academic back- Harding College began in 1953 in the doctrinal, nine in the
his work more fruitful.
ery. He was returned to his grounds who intend to teach in with an initial enrollment of 30. historical, and 21 in the practical,
Personal Evangelism
Other Special Meetings
home town, where he stayed un- elementary or secondary schools Extension work was added in for a total of 202 possible semesBoth inspirational and intil the United States army came or those whose academic back- Little Rock the next year and in ter hours to build the program structional is the Personal EvanOf the many special interest
in 1950. He then returned with grounds indicate superior ca- Memphis the year after. Two of each graduate student.
gelism meeting each Monday clubs at Harding the majority
them to South Korea.
evening at 6:20. Always begin- are dedicated to some special
Faculty
pacity or preparation in science, years later the Memphis program
The Chinese Communists came mathematics, engineering or a moved from temporary quarters
ning with a devotional period of Christian effort. There are numThe
faculty
is
headed
by
Dr.
to South Korea, so Y. J. was modern foreign language. Fifty in a church building to the
song and prayer, the meeting erous clubs specializing in the
the
GraduW.
B.
West,
Dean
of
again involved in fighting, this per cent of the loan would be present campus at Cherry Road
continues with reports on per- religious needs of a particular
ate
School
and
Chairman
of
the
time as a soldier in the army for canceled for five years of full- and Park Avenue, and became a
sonal evangelism and mission area or nationality.
For inBible
department
of
Harding
the Republic of Korea. Upon time teaching in a public ele- full branch of Harding College.
efforts near and far. Many of stance, there is the Northern
College.
Other
faculty
members
being discharged in 1951, he mentary or secondary school.
In 1958 the entire. graduate Bible are: James D. Bales, PhD, Pro- the reports from missionaries on Lights Club, which concentrates
worked for the Civilian Inforprogram moved to this beautiful fessor of Christian Doctrine; W. leave are documented by colored on the mission needs in t}l.e north
Institutions
participating
.
in
mation and Education division of
location in southeast Memphis, B. Barton, Jr., PhD, Associate slides and movies. All of the and northwest. There are sevthe
program
must
contribute
at
the United Nations.
with 140 enrolled for Bible work Professor of the History and mission reports are not from eral foreign interest groups which
least
$1
for
each
$9
of
federal
In 1955 Y. J. began translat- 74 at the graduate level.
Philosophy of Religion; William foreign lands; some are from study languages and customs of
ing for and helping our mission- money.
Harding's first graduate offer- M. Green, PhD, Visiting Profes- areas of great opportunity in the other people - in Germany,
aries in South Korea. In this
United States where congrega- Latin America, Russia, and ,the
ings in 1953 were limited to a
way he met A. R. Holton, who
If wisdom's ways you wisely one-year · degree plan, leading to sor of Ancient Church History; tions are small and many miles orient. Participants in these efRayburn
W.
Johnson,
PhD,
Prohelped Y. J. to come here.
seek, five things observe with a master of arts in Bible. In
apart.
forts will find themselves better
South Koreans are humble, care: of whom you speak, to 1955 a two-year plan, leading to fessor of Bible Geography; Jack
It is in these meetings that prepared when they go on to
P.
Lewis,
PhD,
professor
of
Old
friendly people who make their whom you speak, and how, and a master of religious education,
Testament and New Testament; group plans and individual deci- Christian service in those areas.
meager living by farming. Al- when, and where.
was' added. In 1958 a third year John A. Scott, PhD, Assistant sions are made for. summer perA unique group on the campus
was added to the graduate cur- Professor of Old Testament; Don- sonal evangelism campaigns in is the Dactylology Club which
riculum, leading to a bachelor ald R. Sime, BD, Assistant Pro- areas where the church needs to prepares its members for comof sacred literature degree.
fessor of Christian Education; be established, encouraged, or munication with the deaf in sign
At present, limited boarding and Earl West, MTh, Associate strengthened. It is" here, too, language.
This eight-year-old
facilities are available on the Professor of Church History.
that many Harding students organization, through its present
Jumbo Hamburgers
Memphis campus, but other reaThese men, teaching a cur- make their life decisions to be and past members, is giving deaf
sonable facilities are available riculum of Bible and related sub- full-time Christian servants.
persons in many places their
Chicken in the Basket
within reach of the school. Work jects, (church history, Bible geoonly opportunity to "hear" the
with
Preacher
Meetings
opportunities, for earnings to graphy and archaeology, Biblical
Word. Many present members
French Fried Potatoes, French Fried Onions/
help meet expenses, are above languages, etc.) are dedicated to
After a ten - minute break, have dedicated themselves to a
Hot Buttered Rolls
average in the Memphis region. helping others to prepare them- young men preparing to preach future of working in the Word
This includes both church work selves for better Christian ser- the Word meet at 7:30 to get with the deaf. In addition to the
Seafood Basket - Shrimp - Fish
and secular employment. In fact, vice. Through their own growth, practical advice from experienced regular sign language classes
Oysters in Season
the Memphis location is so handy the graduate students will be men in the field, or other fields conducted by this group there is
Phone 2397
Searcy, Ark.
to so many places that many able to help others in the same that affect their success. Many now a college credit course on
students commute to the campus way.
women students, as; preparation deaf work in the Harding curfor being preachers' wives, also riculum.
attend these meetings.
Given half a chance, Harding
The program can best be des- students will find many opporEast End
I
I
cribed as a practical effort to tunities of Christian service, and
BARBER SHOP
apply spiritual principles of the with each opportunity will find
1515 East Race Ave.
Word to the day-by-day prob- the means of surmounting every
lems
and opportunities faced by difficulty.
Across from Hart's Garage

Harding Receives
Federal Grant
For Loan Program

'tr
'tr

Special Interest Groups Prepare
Students .To· Serve In Many Ways

Guy·s Drive Inn
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j M. M. Garrison Jeweler's I
I

I The Home of Beautiful Nationally

I

Advertised Products.

\ If

l
I

1

f
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I. D. Bracelets
Watch Bands
Rings
Watches
And many other gifts that you would love
· togivelorget.)

Baker's
Cities Service

1:I

1

1
1

*New chairs
* Free Parking

11

Men with Experience

1

Raymond Hill

I

=

i;

Phone 1

Your
WESTINGHOUSE
DEALER

West of Court House

CONOCO SERVICE STATION
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WELCOME

STUDENTS

~

I

The Elizabeth Ann Shop

Lovebrlght Diomond Rings

~~

Teens - Junior and Women's Apparel

11

*
*

B! The registered diamonds that assure you of permanent

*

I

~ ~

value always.
FINE STERLING SILVER by Gorham, ~
e D Towle, Wallace and International.
CHINA by Lenox ~
i and Syracuse.
CRYSTAL by Tiffin, Glastonbury.
~

fi

~
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Two watch repairmen for the finest in

... =

OPEN AN EASY PAY CREDIT ACCOUNT

;=-

a

11 ·
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JEWELRY and WATCH REPAIR

Rw~t~~ in;r~~ El RY

PA R
Phone 431

Court Square

Searcy, Ark.

a
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Three doors west of the Rialto Theater
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=
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Trawick's. Appliance Store

~

I

I
-
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201 - 205 West Arch

Heur's Shoe
Store

WALTER E. DAWSON
Washing - Lubrication - Battery Charging
Pick-Up and Delivery Service
Your Patronage Will Be Appreciated
E. Race and Blakeney
Phone 921
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shoes

Ph. 1516

211 East Race

SMITH - VAUGHN
MERCANTILE

Put yourself in our

Tires - Batteries -Anti-Freeze
Complete Car Servicing

4-•-•-•-n-aa-..-••-•.,...----·---•--•-•-•-•-•l

Member F.D.l.C.

A complete line of
City Service . products

See us and Save

Joe Cunningham

SUPER

YOUR BANK OF FRIENDLY SERVICE

Pick-up and · Delivery
service

I

I

THE SEARCY BANK

*
*

T.V.

~

All Major Appliances

Small Appliances, Irons, Mixers, Skillets, Coffee Makers
and many other items.
Electric Heaters {all sizes} -- Gas Heaters
Televisions - We service all models.

2115 E. Race

Phone 1297
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Bisons Win 75~65 Forty-Seven Turn
Over Mountaineer Out for Position
In Grid Line-Up

Behind the shooting of Fred
Massey and Huel Evans, the Bisons drove to win number nine
Coach Cecil Beck called a
over the Mountaineers of Col- meeting Tuesday night January
lege of the Ozarks at Clarksville 28 of prospective intercollegiate
Saturday night. Good plays and football players. The response
tight defense brought the Bisons
of 47 huskies was representative
home with a 75-65 victory, the
of the blithe spirit and enthussecond for the season over the iasm over the proposed football
Mountaineers.
program.
Saturday Night's game was a
Coach Beck began the meeting
close one from the first tip-off
with a short introductory speech
until the last five minutes of the on the aims of the sport and the
first half with the score 21-21. expected standards of each parAfter this tie the Bisons broke ticipant. He made it clear that
into the lead and stayed there
under no circumstances would
until the end of the game.
the high moral and spiritual
Ronnie Bateman, the sharp- values of our school be marred
shooting guard for the Mountain- as a result of intercollegiate footeers, kept t he Bisons busy dur- balL Each member of the squad,
ing the first 10 minute period. moreover, should improve to a
After switching to the zone de- certain degree since favorable
fense Bateman was unable to hit scholastic standing and physical
the basket as accurately as be- fitness will be mandatory.
fore. Judd Orrell, another sparkThe next item on the agenda
plug for the Mountaineers gave was the collection of data on
the Bisons trouble until the zone past football experience, special
defense began working efficient- ability and size of each indivily.
dual. Briefly, here are some of
Leading the Bisons' scorers the statistics. Out of the 47
was Evans, ~ho hit 25 points prospects 27 highschool veterans
with driving layups and a good will be bucking for a position in
eye for the bask et at the free the line next fall. Included also
throw line. Massey added 18 will be four who have seen no
points for the game, with 12 of previous action on the field. The
them coming in the last half on average weight of the linemen
six field goals.
totals 179.0 lbs. Backfield men
The Bisons' biggest lead with amount to 16 in number with an
18 points came with a little over average weight of 161.1 lbs.
two minutes left in the game
These statistics are not vital in
when Massey dropped a layup view of the . fact that the freshin to put them out front, 70-52. men class of next fall has not
In trying to overcome the score been included. The information
the Mountaineers bounced back here Will be sufficient only in
and came within ten points of supplying readers an idea of the
the Bisons.
potential available at present.
Improving greatly from the
Before the meeting closed there
free throw line and the floor the was a question concerning the
Bisons hit 49 percent from the formation the team will run
floor and 78 percent from the from. So far such details are
charity line. This percentage still in the discussion stage. Debettered the Mountaineers' great- finite information will probably
ly. Ozarks his 31 per cent of be forthcoming in the near
their shots from the floor and future, however.
59 percent of t h eir free throws.
The meeting closed with the
This ninth win brings the Bi· recognition of Dr. Joe Pryor and
sons' average for the season a Pinky Berryhill, representatives
fair .538. With only seven more of the Athletic Committee, and
games to be placed the Bisons Coach Groover of the coaching
have high chances to get back staff. These men expressed their
into the winning streak as they interest and pledged their supwere at the first of the season. port of the coming intercollegiate
football program.

The Best Haircuts in
Town Come From

CENTRAL
Barber Shop

BERRYHILL'S
Sporting Goods
We have the best in

Harding College
Book Store

all types ol sports
equipment

Team Will Meet
Freed-Hardeman
Tomorrow NiCJht
In spite of a 27 -point effort by
Huel Evans the Bisons fell hard
before the Southern State Muleriders at Magnolia Tuesday night,
86-66. The Bisons' record now
stands at 9-9.
Tomorrow night in Rhodes
Memorial Field House the Bisons
play a return match with FreedHardeman College of Henderson,
Tenn. In the first game at Henderson, Freed-Hardeman came
out on top, 58-55.
The Bisons stayed in Tuesday
night's game solely on free shots
as the Bisons were cold from the
floor, hitting only 14 field goals.
This was partly due to the absence of Fred Massey who was
out because of a foot infection.
On the other hand, the Muleriders banged in 34 field goals for
an average of 51 per cent from
the floor.
Evans' 27 points came on only
five field goals, but he hit 17 out
of 19 tries from charity. Gerald
Casey was next in line for the
Bisons with eight points.
It is better to decide an argument between enemies than
friends; for one friend will certainly become an enemy and one
enemy a friend.
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Wildcats Break Tiei
Defeat Bi sons 80-70
The Bisons' eighth loss caine
at the hands of the Bethel College Wildcats last Thursday
night, 80-76. The Bisons and the
Wildcats stayed neck and neck
until the half with the score 37 37. This was the second contest
between the two teams. Bethel
won the first one at McKenzie,
Tenn., on their home court 77-55.
After the half the Bisom1
jumped into the lead with the
scoring of Huel Evans and Fred
Massey. This lead was kept until one of Bethel's sharp-shooters,
L~slie Bone, tied it at 46-46. Being unable to split the net for
three minutes the Wildcats
pulled ahead of the Bisons to
take a 55-46 lead.
Bethel's greatest margin came
at the 10 minute period when
forward Fred Patterson sank two
points putting the Wildcats out
in front, 65-52. The Bisons came
back to close the gap to a margin· of five points, 70-65.
High-point man for the night
was Bisons' Huel Evans with 32
points. Evans was followed by
Massey with 16 and Gerald Casey with 8.
After recovering from knee injuries, Ken Nicholson and Leon
McQueen brought spark back to
the Bisons. Nicholson who began with the starting team
scored 4 points for the night.
Lanky Bennett Wood brought the
Bisons 6 good points and was
able to help with cleaning the
backboards.

USE BISON ADS

BISON ADVERTISERS

STERLING STORES
"Be Thrifty"

*

. . . ·------------··
We appreciate your
patronage!

TALKINGTON
Gulf Station
Main and Park Ave.
Phone 923

·-----·--------· . ....
We Welcome

*

,,

Fools tie knots, and wise men
loose them.

Harding Students
and Appreciate
Your Business

Searcy's Leading 5c • $ 1.00
Completely Remodeled

PRINTING

Dr. R. E. Westmeyer, Chairman Graduate Advisory Committee, -College of Business Administration, University of Arkansas,
Fayetteville, Ark., will be on our
campus Wednesday afternoon,
Feb. 11, beginning about 1:00
p.m. Dr. w estmeyer is not ouly
interested in talking with graduates in the fields of business
and economics, but would also
like to talk with any graduating
seniors of Harding College who
would now be interested in going into a Master of Business
Administration program.
Students interested are requested to come by the Placement Office, Room 113, American Studies Building, to make
an appointment to talk with Dr.
Westmeyer.

Cato's
Barber Shop

,STOP! SHOP! and SAVE!
with

PATRONIZE YOUR

Westmeyer to Interview
Business Maiors for
U. of A. Graduate School

218 W. Arch

• • •

We take pride in our ability to skillfully use type, ink,
paper and labor to make for you the very finest in all types
of printed material.

Always here to serve YOU

Call or bring your requirements to us. We will help

Anything a college person
should need albums,
books, bo.throom supplies.
All so tonvenient, that you
can't afford to go anywhere else.

(Across from
Van-Atkins)

"Hello, is this the reporter?"
"This is one of the reporters."
"Well, I want the reporter who
writes the articles."
"This is one of the reporters
who writes news for the paper."
"Are you the reporter who
puts in all those articles?"
"I'm one of them. What can
I do for you?"
"Well, I want to put an article
in the paper. Have you got your
pencil ready?"
"Yes, I'm all ready.''
"Well, here it is. Take it down
just as I give it to you. Mrs: J.
J . Whuzzis, W-H-U-Z-Z-I-S, and
her charming and t al e n t e d
daughter, Euphrasia, will leave
their palatial home, 999 W.
38th street today, for a motor
trip through the East where they
will visit her aunt Lucy in the
metropolis of New York City.
She has a fine home there and
is very rich. These two prominent Wichita ladies will return
in three months to their mansion.
Now read that back to me."
"I just took down · notes. I
didn't take it verbatim.''
"I didn't want it verbatim. I
wanted you to take it the way
I read it. That's the way I want
it in the paper.''
"I'll put it in with all the facts
correct.''
"That ain't the idea. I want it
in the way I gave it to you, if
I have to pay for it. How much
will I have to pay to get it put
in the way I gave it to you?"
"You'll have to talk to the advertising department about that.''
"Well, I'll take it to the other
paper. I was never so insulted
in my life."

Bisons Fall Before
Southern State

Manufactured to your Specifications.

~-~---------~--.--------'

Modern
.Shoe Store

The Public's
Concept of News

you plan the details and produce your iobs efficiently and
economically.

•

Draperies

•

Paint

• Wallpaper
•

Floor Covering

Excellent
.Shoe Repair Service
Brands you know,
Shoes you love.
1213 East Center Avenue

Telephone 708

Herman West, manager ••• Res. Phone 1461

"Good Printing is seldom cheap; Cheap printing is seldom good."
J
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Spoftsman' s View

Maior League
Sees Much Action
In Basketball Play

By ED HIGHTOWER

Faculty Downs Dragons
In the first major league action of the week the mighty faculty downed the Dragons by the
lopsided score of 61-40 with Ken
Perrin, the basketball - playing
math professor, netting 22 points
for the night with faculty team-'
mate Walt Nelms scoring 19. For·
the Dragons Atkins scored 17
while Jim Brown assisted w'!th
14.
Bulldogs Defeat Terps
In the second game of the
week the high-flying Terps were
finally defeated by the Bulldogs
by a score of 53-30. Willie Womack had a hot night with 29
points for the Bulldogs with assistance from Harold Valentine
who scored 14. For the Terps
little Johnny Bryant was high
man for the night with 12.
Camels Win Over Mules
In other action of the week the
pre-season favorite Mules were
downed by the Camels 37-35.
Walton Weaver was high man for
the Camels and high man for the
night with 18 while Jerry Escue
scored 12 for the Armstrong shy
Mules.
Trojans Victors Over Bruins
The Trojans
and
Bruins
clashed in a game pitting two
intramural powers with the Trojans emerging the victors. For
the Trojans John Hazelip had 13
points while Jack Rhodes had 14
points for the Bruins.
Webfeet Beat Huskies
Jack Baldwin's Webfeet have
come to life here in the late
stages of the season to throw a
scare into some ot the top ranked teams. The Webfeet defeated
the hardluck Huskies 51-45. Robert Kissire was the leading scorer for the winners with 15 and
Gerald Ebker netted 15 for the
losing Huskies.
Seals Down the Village
Captain Archie Isom's Seals
won their second straight game
by downing the Village 61-58 in
a hard fought game that went
into a double overtime period before a victor emerged. Bobby
Carr had his best night of the
season for the Village with a
red-hot 31 .points. Tall Tom
Bridges had 18 points for the
winning Seals.

MAJOR LEAGUE
Atlantic League
Team
w L
Camels
Terps
Mules
Bulldogs
Dragons
Village

4
4
3
2
2
2

2
2
3
4
4
4

Pct.
.667
.667
.500
.500
.333
.333

MINOR LEAGUE
Aerial League
L
Team
w
Hawks
Owls
Crows
Eagles
Village
Cranes

6
5
2
2
2

1

1
2
4
5
5
5

Pct.
.860
.715
.333
.286
.286
.167

last
JOHN VANWINKLE - quarPacific League
Jungle League
week was the Bisons' victory ter-mile specialist;
'Team
over College of the Ozarks, 75
Pct.
L
w L
Pct. Team
w
HAROLD TANDY - quarter- Faculty
to 65. After a disheartening
.6
1.000
0
7
0
1.000 Faculty
string of six consecutive defeats miler;
Trojans
.715
2
5
4
2
.667 Tigers
it was certainly gratifying to
.428
4
3
Webfeet
4
2
.667 Bears
JACK
RHODES-high
jumper.
come out on the long end of the
4
.428
Bruins
3
3
3
.500 Lions
score for a change.
.428
3
4
OTHERS who are sure to make Seals
2
4
.333 Panthers
.286
5
2
0
6
.000 Leopards
HUEL EVANS, high-dribbling, their appearance are basketball Huskies
hard-driving forward, contributed players Freddy Massey and
RESUITS
RESULTS
25 points in Harding's victory Dwight Smith.
Leopards
55,
Village 51
Bulldogs
53,
Terps
30
over Ozarks to raise his twoA LARGE number of quarterFaculty 42, Owls 36
Faculty 62, Dragons 41
game total to 57. Huel scores an milers are among the group, and
Hawks 34, Eagles 25
Seals 59, Village 58
amazingly high percentage of it seems that the Bisons will not
Tigers 30, Lions 29
Webfeet 51, Huskies 45
his shots from under the basket lack for depth in that field at
Bears 37, Panthers 20
Trojans 41, Bruins 34
after good drives.
least.
Field events, however,
Hawks 76, Crows 26
Camels 37, Mules 34
will continue to be a weakness.
*
*
*
Eagles 31, Lions 27
ENTHUSIASM runs high over
A FEW intramural basketTigers 41, Panthers 32
INDIVIDUAL SCORING
the prospects of returning to in- ballers have finally found their
Bears 28, Village 25
fg ft tp Ave.
tercollegiate football next fall. A range and started scorching the Name, 'Team
Owls 54, Leopards 34
Armstrong, Mules 49 15 113 22.6
total of 47 products of Harding's baskets.
Faculty 28, Cranes 27
Adkins, Dragons 46 24 116 19.0
intramural football turned out
35 20 90 19.0
to a meeting with Coach Cecil
HUGH WOMACH tossed in 29 Carr, Village
INDIVIDUAL SCORING
Beck last week.
to lead the Bulldogs over the Smith, Webfeet 35 12 82 13.7
fg ft tp Ave.
Terps. BOBBY CARR accounted Bailey, Huskies 36 9 81 13.5 Name, Team
SIX GAMES, some of which for 31 of the Village's points in Peebles, Trojans 29 21 79 13.2 Spurlock, Faculty 45 11 101 16.8
are to be played against strong their one-point defeat by the Womack, Bldogs 39 1 79 13.2 Williams, Owls
32 3 67 16.8
AIC teams, are on the schedule Seals, who were aided by Tom Colson, Bruins
35 7 77 15.4
30 13 73 12.2 Reese, Village
for next fall. A home engage- Bridges 18-point contribution.
49 10 108 15.4
Perrin, Faculty 33 3 69 11.5 Tandy, Hawks
ment against Ittawamba Junior
34 ,27 95 13.6
Bryant, Terps
31 6 68 11.3 Jones, Bears
College is slated for the Bisons'
Holloway, Crows 25 15 65 10.8
MINOR LEAGUE play also had
opener.
White, Tigers
33 7 . 73 10.4
some high scorers.
CLYDE
lntercolle9iate
Cottrell, Crows
25 2 62 10.3
REESE his 32 points; GEORGE
*
Huel Evans reaches for another
*
*
Yue, Owls
32 8 72 10.3
TWENTY-FOUR intercollegiate YUE scored 20; and HAROLD
Track Schedule
basket as the Bisons strive to
Figgins, Eagles 21 16 60 10.0
regain their winning streak in track hopefuls attended the ini- TANDY and MILO HADWIN went
A meeting of AIC coaches two
the remaining six games of the tial meeting last week. Ten wild in the Hawks rout of the weeks ago Saturday produced the
track meets, four of which will Crows, contributing 3'2 and 22
season.
Bisons' schedule of meets for the
be held at Alumni Field, are points respectively.
ENJOY
forthcoming season. Harding's
scheduled for the spring.
schedule features four meets on
*
Delta Chis, OeCJes Play
*
*
THE CAMELS, although they our own Alumni Field track.
WEATHER permitting, a series
For V.B. Championship
of try-outs to determine each have been defeated by the
A total of ten meets are on tab
man's potentials will be held next Faculty and Village, neither of for the spring - one four-way
Delta Chis and Oeges play for week beginning Monday.
which mar their unblemished meet, five three-way affairs, and
the final club championship torecord, are leading the Atlantic four dual contests. The complete
night at 6:00. This will be the
VETERANS of last season who League.
Pre-season favorite schedule is as follows:
third time these teams have met attended the meeting and plan Mules dropped a game to the March 20-Arkadelphia ·
this season. The Delta Chis who to give track another whirl this Camels because of Allen ArmOuachita, Hendrix .
Made Right Here In Searcy
have been practically undefeated season are as follows:
strong's absence with sprained March 25-Russellville
all season, won the first, but the
Arkansas Tech, Hendrix
ROGER BROWN - invincible ankle.
Oeges came fighting back with
April 3-Arkadelphia
last
year;
miler
of
a victory last week, making them
THE TROJANS, in a similar
Henderson, Ark. A&M
eligible for the championship.
ED HIGHTOWER
high condition as the Camels, have April 7-Conway
\ You're Welcome
There will !llso be an All-Star jumper, broad jumper and relay also dropped two decisions to
ASTC
teams which do not count and April 11-Conway'
Game at 7:30. The twenty All- man;
consequently sport an unblemishStar players were chosen by
Hendrix, Henderson, Ozarks
CHARLES VANWINKLE
ed record as the league is con- April 13-Searcy
votes of all the girls who parpole vault artist;
cerned.
ticipated in the tournament.
ASTC
The girls' individual-intramural
April 18-Searcy
basketball will begin Thursday,
Arkansas Tech
February 12. All girls interested
PRE-SPRING SPECIAL'S throu9h February
April 20-Searcy
Melton , Walls
Cooper!
in this tournament are asked to
Henderson, Ozarks
sign up in the Student Center
April 24-Searcy
West Side of
20.00 Coldwaves ... ......... 17.50
after chapel on Tuesday, Feb. 10.
1
Ouachita, Arkansas A&M
Court House
May 5-Arkadelphia
15.00 Coldwaves ············ 12.50
Henderson
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12.50 Coldwaves ············ 10.00
l 0.00 Coldwaves ······· ····· 8.50
7.50 Coldwaves

············ 6.50

'€

as advertised on Tl
''Jhe Price Is Risht"

Styled to Please Your Personality

MY FAIR LADY HAIR STYLIST
1200 East Market Avenue
(One Block North of Harding Academy)
For Appointment call 1501

WOOD-FREEMAN LUMBER CO.

The Pit

Wanda Swindle--Letha Wilkerson

The 3 R's of Good Eating

'/t,oBERSON'S
'/(, ENDEZVOU.S

Have YOU Forgotten?
We have delicious Hamburgers-6 for $1~00

'/(,ESTAURANT

Anything that your tastebuds may cherish·,

we will fix.

SERVING GOOD FOOD FOR 26 YEARS

Don't go hungry, we have delivery service

Small and Large Banquet Service for

for large orders!

Get to.gether.

them brought to you.

Have

Any Size Party

Family Shoe Store
305 Spring Street

Searcy

